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trunk (of car)
alligator breathing above water
elephant spraying water with trunk
giraffe using tail to swat flies
bush baby using its eyes

bald eagle using its eyes
mountain goat using hooves to climb

chimp using hands to eat
anteater catching food with tongue

pelican scooping fish into beak
animals' basic needs: water
animals' basic needs: food
animals’ basic needs: shelter
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shampoo sequence (5)
milk
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mooose
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moon
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mat
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markers
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motorcycle
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mittens
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muffin
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mushrooms
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mirror
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penguins
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pie
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bear
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ball
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turtle

deer

toucan

dog
cow
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grasshopper
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cat
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glue
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mother seal

baby seal
mother llama

baby llama
mother swan

baby swan (cygnet)
mother kangaroo

baby kangaroo (joey)
mother cow

baby cow (calf)
mother bat

baby bat
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smile

sock

sandbox

snake
star
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stair

skateboard

sink
sponge

skunk

salad

straw
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snail

stick
kangaroo with joey

newborn rabbits (kittens)
mother rabbit

newborn rabbits (kittens)
mother cat

baby cat (kitten)
mother dog

baby dog (puppy)
mother horse

baby horse (foal)
hen in nest, with eggs
chick hatching from egg
adult chicken

newly hatched chick
robin feeding babies
clownfish eggs
monarch caterpillar

butterfly eggs
monarch butterfly

monarch chrysalis
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